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Project Overview:
What are the most critical elements necessary to welcome guests to a worship service? What
efforts might promote positive experiences that will facilitate increased return rates among guests?
These questions are central starting points for church growth efforts in congregations of various sizes
across the North Georgia Conference because worship remains the entry‐level experience for most
persons new to congregations.
Components of welcoming guests include advance planning efforts which include training key
volunteers to creating guest packets and everything in between. Ease of access becomes very important
to guests who lack familiarity with a specific church and so signage and other casual access tools and
designs can enhance the comfort level with a guest. Research suggests that the taken‐for‐granted
predictors of religiosity do not meet real world data and so rethinking our theological task to meet the
needs of all people becomes essential.
As important as thinking through the welcoming experience is avoiding the tendency to
overwhelm and smother guests. Faulty assumptions that guests are ready to join, be recognized, have
ongoing follow‐up, or other factors could prove detrimental to one’s efforts. Ultimately, increasing entry
experiences and capitalizing on the worship service are tactics that can enhance any congregations
church growth efforts.
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